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Abstract
Ground temperature and hydrogeological conditions are key parameters for many engineering applications, such as the 
design of building basements and underground spaces and the assessment of shallow geothermal energy potential. 
 Especially in urban areas, in the very shallow depths, it is diffi  cult to fi nd natural undisturbed underground thermal 
conditions because of anthropic interventions. The assessment of underground behaviour in disturbed conditions will 
become more and more relevant because of increasing awareness to energy effi  ciency and renewable energy topics. The 
purpose of this paper is to show a three-dimensional representation - based on models calibrated on experimental data 
- of the underground thermal behaviour aff ected by a building in a rural area in Italy. Temperature varies in space and 
time and it depends on ground, climate and building characteristics, and all these parameters are taken into account by 
the seasonal periodic modelling implemented. The results obtained in a context of low urbanization indirectly suggest 
the importance of these eff ects in dense urban areas; taking greater account of these aspects could lead to improvements 
in the design of underground spaces and geo-exchanger fi elds for geothermal energy exploitation.
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1. Introduction

The ground temperature at different depths is closely 
related to the geothermal heat fl ow of endogenous  origin. 
However, in shallow layers, its contribution is limited, 
and the three-dimensional temperature distribution is a 
result of interrelation between many factors, which are:

• seasonal climatic variations,
• soil thermal properties,
• hydrogeological properties,
• urbanization and related Urban Heat Island (UHI) 

effect,
• snow cover,
• geothermal heat fl ow.
All the parameters are spatially distributed at a differ-

ent scale. Temperature suffers from signifi cant varia-
tions along depth according to the change of thermo-
geological variables of the ground and fl uids and it is 
also time-dependent, since parameters change across 
time.

The topic of knowledge of underground temperature 
distribution is a matter of investigation by many authors. 

The fi elds of application are various and they generally 
fall under the following three categories:

• energy effi ciency and building insulation methods, 
for the minimization of heat losses via the ground 
(e.g. Claesson and Hagentoft, 1991; Hagentoft 
and Claesson, 1991; Rees et al., 2000),

• agricultural engineering and goods conservation 
techniques, for new design criteria of cellars and 
underground spaces (e.g. Mazarron et al., 2012; 
Barbaresi et al., 2014),

• renewable energy and geoengineering, for the im-
provement of shallow geothermal resources assess-
ment and the maximization of heat recovery (e.g. 
Bandos et al., 2009; Kurevija and Vulin, 2010).

Energy geo-structures deal with all the above-men-
tioned aspects, since the energy rates exploitation and 
the working temperatures for air conditioning of build-
ings are either dependent on natural subsoil conditions, 
building heat losses via the ground and heat transfer and 
storage in underground spaces (Adam and Markiewicz, 
2009; Barla and Perino, 2015).

The replacement of the natural soil and vegetation by 
artifi cial surfaces always increases the air and subsur-
face temperature around a building throughout the year 
and this is caused by: the indirect solar heating by urban 
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structures, the building heat losses and the land use 
change (Bornstein, 1968; Ferguson and Woodbury, 
2004; Mandanici et al., 2016). At a district or city level, 
this phenomenon is called the Urban Heat Island effect 
(Landsberg, 1981).

Several experimental studies have demonstrated that 
the heat loss from buildings increases the subsurface 
temperature by several degrees and this thermal impact 
is more persistent in the subsurface rather than in the air 
because of slower heat transfer underground (Huang et 
al, 2009).

Heat loss from an individual building results in the 
generation of a bulb-shaped volume of subsurface tem-
peratures higher than natural ones without any building 
infl uence. Experimental measures on groundwater tem-
perature in urban areas were aimed to investigate this 
phenomenon and were performed all over the world, for 
example in Canada (Ferguson and Woodbury, 2007), 
Germany (Zhu et al., 2010; Menberg et al., 2013), Ire-
land (Allen et al., 2003), Japan (Taniguchi et al., 2007), 
Turkey (Yalcin and Yetemen, 2009), United Kingdom 
(Headon et al., 2009) and Finland (Arola and Korkka-
Niemi, 2014). In the presence of highly urbanized zones, 
temperature values are higher, from 2.0 to 5.0 °C, than 
surroundings were generally found.

This paper presents a contribution to this research 
fi eld. An experimental campaign of underground tem-
perature affected by the presence of a building with an 
underground cellar was performed in the countryside of 
Bologna, Italy. Underground thermal modelling and 
building heat transfer via the ground were calibrated 
with the experimental measures to model the bulb-
shaped volume of subsurface temperature below and 
around the building itself.

An in-house software code is used to assign, to each 
location and time step inside the case study area, the 
value of underground temperature. The space-time vary-
ing sinusoidal behaviour of heat transfer via the ground 
is fi nally represented in four dimensions (x,y,z,t).

2.  Methods, techniques, material studied 
and area description

2.1. Heat transfer via the ground

The basic equation for defi ning the vertical distribu-
tion assessment of temperature (Tg) is a function of the 
ambient temperature wave, the thermal properties of the 
ground layers and the geothermal gradient (Kusuda and 
Achebach, 1965). Since all the variables entering the 
function are regionalized, the target variable is four di-
mensional, varying in space (x,y,z) and time (t). Having 
Tg a sinusoidal behaviour, the year is usually chosen as a 
wave period.

Equation 1 summarizes the well-known distribution 
of temperatures in the subsoil (Baggs, 1985).

 

 

 

  (1)

Where:
Tg  -  space-time varying underground temperature 

(°C),
Tme  - annual surface average temperature (°C),
sh  -  vegetation and shading coeffi cient (varying 

from 1 – bare ground in full sun to 0.22 – 100% 
vegetation cover) (-) (Popiel et al., 2001),

1.07  -  correction parameter, specifi c for the northern 
hemisphere (-),

Ae  - annual surface wave amplitude (°C),
tT0  - time at minimum temperature (days),
a  - equivalent thermal diffusivity (m2/days),
h  - geothermal heat fl ow (W/m2),
l  - equivalent thermal conductivity (W/(m∙K)).
According to the International Standard ISO 13370 

(ISO, 2007), the space-time varying behaviour of the 
heat fl ow in the ground should be taken into account in 
the design phase of a building. Equation 2 shows the 
periodic component of the heat fl ow rate between build-
ing and the ground, depending on the variations of tem-
perature throughout the year, both outside and inside the 
building.

 (2)

Where:
F  - space-time varying heat fl ow rate (W),
Tmi  - annual internal average temperature (°C),
Ai  - annual internal wave amplitude (°C),
Hg  -  steady-state ground heat transfer coeffi cient be-

tween internal and external environments (W/K),
Hpi  -  periodic heat transfer coeffi cient related to inter-

nal temperature variations (W/K),
Hpe  -  periodic heat transfer coeffi cient related to ex-

ternal temperature variations (W/K),
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a  -  time lead of the heat fl ow cycle compared with 
that of the internal temperature (days),

b  -  time lag of the heat fl ow cycle compared with 
that of the external temperature (days).

The heat fl ow rate spatially varies according to the 
shape and volume of the building zones, the different 
insulation materials, the fl oor types (slab-on-ground, 
suspended, basement fl oor) and the presence of under-
ground cellars and other empty spaces.

Based on experimental calibration, models of under-
ground temperature affected by the presence of a build-
ing, at different locations, were obtained by Tinti et al. 
(2015). Table 1 reports a list of the models (Equation 3, 
Equation 4, and Equation 5).

2.2. Case study winery

The case study considered for this work deals with 
a building in a rural area in the countryside Bologna 
 (Italy). It consists of a two-storey building with an un-
derground wine-ageing room (see Figure 1). The bear-
ing is 32° North-East. The main parameters of the build-
ing are reported in Table 2.

Weather and building temperature data for the case 
study are shown in Table 3.

A weather station located 100.0 m away from the 
building collected the main weather data and allowed to 
calculate the main ambient data (mean Tm and amplitude 
A). The two values are in line with the climate of Bo-

Table 1: Models of underground temperature aff ected by the presence of a building.

Model

Temperature below a building 

 (3)

Temperature beside a building 

 (4)

Temperature within 
an unheated underground 
space 

 (5)

Table 2: Main data of the building of the case study.

Two-storey building Wine-ageing room
Width 9.8 m 5.6 m
Length 20.5 m 

(above ground) 
+ 5.6 m (above cellar)

9.8 m

Height 7.3 m (borders), 
8.4 m (centre)

2.6 m (underground)

Walls 25.0 cm thick 
masonry

25.0 cm thick 
masonry

Floor 30.0 cm hollow 
concrete slab

20.0 cm concrete slab

Ceiling - 30.0 cm hollow 
concrete slab

Air 
conditioning

Heating and natural 
ventilation

Natural ventilation

Where:
T̄  -  uniform temperature inside the unheated un-

derground space (°C),
k,η,t  -  parameters identifying the specifi c building in-

sulation potential; they vary according to the 
building geometry and shape and they are de-
pendent on the heat transfer expressed by 
Equation 2 (°C),(-),(days),

s, r  -  lower and upper limit of the unheated under-
ground space (m).

VBA® was used to develop the in-house software 
code (hereinafter called Tzone 1.0) to assign to each un-
derground point (x,y,z,t) the correct equation and model 
parameters, according to its position with respect to the 
building, while Voxler®4 was used for 3D visualization 
of results.
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logna, Italy. A set of sensors inside the building allowed 
the calculation of internal ambient data. The two-storey 
building is heated during the winter season, while there 
is no mechanical cooling during the summer season, so 
its mean temperature is defi nitely higher than outdoors. 
As for the wine-ageing room, only natural ventilation 
exists and the internal temperature values depend on the 
ground thermal behaviour surrounding the underground 
space.

Considering the phase shift, 10th of January is the day 
of yearly minimum temperature for the case study. On 
the other hand, the values of time lead and time lag for 
the building and the underground room have been calcu-
lated by matching temperature waves obtained starting 
from heat transfer of Equation 2 and multiyear experi-
mental measures of internal temperature, with four sen-
sors inside the wine cellar and two sensors below the 
building and beside the cellar (Tinti et al., 2015).

Phase shift applied is visible in the heat transfer waves 
of Figure 3 in next section.

To the depth of the cellar basement, underground is 
composed prominently by low moist clay. The complete 
litho-stratigraphy up to 50.0 m is shown in Figure 2. At 
the depth of 18 m from the surface, an aquifer is present. 
Data sources are the geological investigations related to 
the installation of temperature sensors, the technical 
sheets about a nearby well 25.0 m deep and additional 
information gathered by Geological Survey of Emilia 
Romagna Region.

A multiyear measurement campaign of temperature 
and moisture has been conducted on the building, through 

the use of climatic sensors of type PCE-HT71 and a 
weather station model PCE-FWS20.

Additional temperature measurements were conducted 
on groundwater from an existing well near the building.

The set of measurements allowed to collect multiyear 
data sets of the following parameters: external climatic 
conditions, indoor temperature and moisture of the heat-
ed building, indoor temperature and moisture of the cel-
lar, underground temperature at different locations and 
depth, from 0.1 to 6.0 m below the ground level, around 
and below the heated building and the cellar (Barbaresi 
et al., 2014; Tinti et al., 2014; Tinti et al., 2015; Barba-
resi et al., 2015; Benni et al., 2016).

The underground shows a vertical variability of geo-
logical conditions that infl uences the temperature. Ther-
mal conductivity l and thermal diffusivity a are interre-
lated with each other and they are infl uenced by litho-
stratigraphy.

Mean values of thermal conductivity and diffusivity 
of different layers should be calculated or estimated; 
they can be obtained by in situ or laboratory tests or, 
once knowing the geology of the investigated zone, by 
extrapolation from substantial bibliography, such as the 
tables of the technical norms.

Figure 1: Schematic three-dimensional representation 
of the building case study (Barbaresi et al., 2014).

Table 3: Weather and indoor data for the case study.

Tm (°C) A (°C) Phase shift (days)
Weather data 15.0 15.5 tT0 = 10.0
Two-storey building 21.4 9.9 a = 150.0, b = 150.0
Wine-ageing room 18.3 5.3 a = 150.0, b = 150.0

Table 4: Site-specifi c values derived by the experimental 
analysis conducted.

Lithotype a (m2/d) l (W/(m∙K))
Low moist clay 0.0288* 0.5*

Saturated gravel 0.0648** 1.8**

Moist clay 0.0540** 1.0**

Saturated gravel 0.0648** 1.8**

Moist sand 0.0864** 2.4**

 *  Calculated values obtained by the experimental campaign 
of measurements (Tinti et al., 2014).

 **  Indicative values of thermal properties according to Italian 
Technical Norm UNI 11466 (UNI, 2012).

Figure 2: Lithological cross-section for the case study. 
Measures in meter.
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For the specifi c case study, the values of thermal dif-
fusivity and thermal conductivity have been extrapolat-
ed through the multiyear measurement campaign up to a 
depth of 6 m. These values were later additionally veri-
fi ed by a Thermal Response Test (TRT) performed on a 
geothermal basket installed on site (Ferrari et al., 
2016).

Table 4 summarizes the values of the interest vari-
ables for temperature assessment related to the case 
study, together with the data source.

The value of geothermal heat fl ow (h = 0.03 W/m2) 
for the case study area was taken from the Italian Geo-
thermal Resources National Inventory (UNMIG, 2010) 
and confi rmed by the update of the global map of heat 
fl ow of solid Earth by Davies (2013).

3. Results and discussions

The space-time varying heat transfer expressed by 
Equation 2 can be applied to any interface between the 
building, cellar and ground. The heat transfer per surface 
(f) waves for the different possible interfaces between 
the building and the ground are exposed in Figure 3.

case, with a different phase shift caused by the par-
tial thermal inertia contribution of the cellar.

In agreement with the heat losses of the building via 
the ground, the entire underground temperature behav-
iour affected by the presence of the building has been 
created, by the use of the models reported in Table 1 and 
the data presented in Table 2 and Table 3.

Figure 4 shows the three-dimensional thermal tomo-
graphic mapping in the underground for 4 months, 
around and below the building. For the 3D visualization, 
the software package Voxler®4 was used (Golden Soft-
ware, 2015). The input data to the software Voxler®4 for 
3D visualization are the result of calculation performed 
by Tzone 1.0, having a grid spacing of 0.2 m up to the 
cellar depth (3.0 m) and a larger grid spacing of 1.0 m 
from the cellar depth to the bottom (50.0 m).

The four pictures visualize a 3D section cut along the 
x and y borders of the building, excluding the wine cellar 
(which will be detailed in Figure 5 and Figure 6). The 
pictures show how subsoil temperature changes over 
time, due to the infl uence of seasonal variation and 
building presence. The parameters of internal and exter-
nal waves (average, amplitude and phase shift, see Table 
3) determine the shape of the subsoil temperature distri-
bution. In January, the surface temperature is lower than 
the subsoil temperature, and then it increases with differ-
ent behaviour from the centre to the external borders of 

Figure 3: Heat transfer at the diff erent interfaces 
of the building with the ground.

The heat transfer wave model between the building 
basement and the ground differs from the wave model 
between the cellar and the ground. The underground cel-
lar dampens the amplitude and causes a translation of 
heat transfer peaks, while the mean value keeps practi-
cally constant around 0.5 W/m2. More in detail:

• the heat transfer between the building basement and 
the ground is characterized by high amplitude (3.0 
W/m2) and phase shift corresponding to the values 
reported in Table 3,

• the heat transfer between the cellar basement and 
the ground is dampened (amplitude 0.5 W/m2), with 
a reduction of phase shift caused by the thermal in-
ertia contribution of the entire cellar,

• the heat transfer between the cellar wall and the 
ground shows the same amplitude of the previous 

Figure 4: Three-dimensional reconstruction of underground 
temperature distribution. The temperature variation 

throughout the year is presented in four represented periods.
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the building. Below the building, in the shallow layers 
(3.0 to 10.0 m depth), the temperature is around 3.0 °C 
higher than below the free surface. Moving deeper, the 
difference tends to disappear keeping around 0.3 °C in 
correspondence with the fi rst saturated layers (18.0 m 
depth). In July, the surface behaviour is opposite to Jan-
uary, with subsoil temperature lower than normal in the 
shallow layers. With respect to the winter season, the 
infl uence of the building on subsoil temperature values 
is less emphasized (1.0 °C colder than below the free 
surface). This is caused by the specifi c thermal energy 
needs of the building, with consequent use of mechani-
cal heating in the winter season and natural cooling in 
the summer season. This makes temperature variation 
unbalanced throughout the year, with a subsequent tem-
perature rise in the subsurface (estimated around 0.2 – 
0.3 °C).

April and October are intermediate months, with sub-
sequent intermediate behaviour. Because of building 
thermal inertia, phase shift plays an important role for 
the very surface layers (0.0 to 2.0 m depth), with tem-
perature differences, caused by the building presence, 
over 5.0 °C in April and even over 10.0 °C in October. 

These effects are strongly dampened at deeper layers, 
tending to disappear at greater depths.

Figure 5 presents a series of 3D temperature sections 
for the month of October, in order to better appreciate 
the space differences of thermal impact to the ground for 
different parts of the building. The sections show the 
vertical distribution of temperature from far, near and 
below the building, with a focus on the wine cellar ther-
mal impact.

The limits of temperature scale have been narrowed 
with respect to Figure 4, and this allows for a fi ner visu-
alization of temperature differences between the layers. 
By comparing (a) with (b), (c) and (d), it is possible to 
distinguish four zones of temperature variation along the 
depth:

• the fi rst zone, from the building basement up to the 
depth of the wine cellar (around 3.0 m below sur-
face), with consistent temperature variations ac-
cording to the location (with a maximum of 10.0 °C 
difference between the building basement and the 
free surface and a minimum of 4.0 °C difference 
between the inside of the wine cellar and the free 
surface),

• the second zone, below 3.0 m down to 5.0 m, with a 
variation around 2.0 - 3.0 °C from normal under-
ground behaviour,

• the third zone, below 5.0 m down to the aquifer 
depth, where temperature differences with the sur-
roundings from 1.0 to 0.5 °C are visible, tending to 
disappear with depth,

• fi nally, the fourth zone, in correspondence with the 
aquifer, with a temperature increase of 0.3 °C with 
respect to groundwater temperature.

The presence of the building strongly affects the un-
derground thermal behaviour, causing a temperature rise 
which keeps over time. The temperature rise dampens 
from the borders of the building to the undisturbed 
ground, in different ways according to the land cover 
and urbanization, which infl uences both the heat transfer 
and the shading coeffi cient for surface layers. Along the 
vertical depth, the temperature wave is dampened up to 
reach the neutral zone, where the temperature amplitude 
is null. In the specifi c area of the case study, according to 
the maximum investigation depth, the presence of the 
geothermal gradient does not signifi cantly affect tem-
perature; this is due to the low value of geothermal heat 
fl ow, which is almost negligible for the scale of work 
considered.

On the contrary, the different geological and hydro-
geological layers are visible in terms of temperature 
modifi cation (see Lithological cross – section of Figure 
2 for comparison with the 3D temperature layout of Fig-
ure 4 and Figure 5).

Regarding the heat losses from the building, shown in 
Figure 3, the higher contribution comes from the inter-
face between the heated building and the ground, where-

Figure 5: Three-dimensional reconstruction of underground 
temperature distribution. Temperature space variation 

around and below the building for four 3D views of 
underground in the month of October: undisturbed 

underground (a), underground beside the building (b), 
underground cellar thermal impact (c), building thermal 

impact (d).
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as the presence of the cellar dampens the thermal impact 
of the surface building on ground temperature.

According to the calculation performed, it is expected 
that groundwater temperature rises a few decimals with 
respect to natural temperature values of the investigation 
area. Such a variation should tend to disappear below the 
cellar, because of the smoothed effect of the thermal im-
pact of the building. The annual average groundwater 
temperature keeps constant around 15 °C and no thermal 
signals of the presence of the building could be appreci-
ated. This is probably due to the relatively low surface 
occupied by settlements with respect to the croplands 
and grasslands, being the case study is located in a rural 
area. Moreover, according to the hydrogeology informa-
tion of Geological Survey of Emilia Romagna, the case 
study is placed in the alluvial fan of the Sillaro River, 
and the aquifer is classifi ed as one of the extensive and 
highly productive aquifers. Therefore, it is also probable 
that the high groundwater movement dissipates the heat 
build-up from the surface.

The temperature inside and around the wine cellar is 
affected by major space-time variations, because of mul-
tiple discontinuity lines, represented by cellar borders. 

Figure 6 shows vertical temperature profi les of different 
locations around and within the wine cellar, for four 
characteristic months of the year.

Temperature within the cellar is considered uniform 
in space and its value differs from both temperature 
 below the free surface and temperature below the build-
ing. The heat transfer via the ground when crossing the 
unheated space is related to the parameters of a wine-
ageing room reported in Table 3, and it results in the 
specifi c temperature behaviour visualized in Figure 6.

4. Conclusions

This paper presented a three-dimensional reconstruc-
tion of subsoil temperature affected by the presence of a 
building in a rural area. The models used in the paper 
were previously calibrated on temperature measure-
ments realized in a multiyear campaign performed in the 
period 2013-2015. The three-dimensional visualization 
allowed to defi ne how variations of geometry and mate-
rials affect, with different impact, underground tempera-
ture below and next to the building. The calculation of 
temperature fi eld in the zone below the building was per-

Figure 6: Underground temperature behaviour for the area infl uenced by the presence of the wine cellar, represented 
for four specifi c locations and in four characteristic months.
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formed both for the underground layers affected by am-
bient temperature variations (strongly dampened by the 
presence of the building itself) and for the deep layers, 
where temperature is supposed to keep constant over 
time.

Results quantify the impact of the single building on 
the underground: temperature increases/decreases from 
2.0 to 5.0 °C at the shallow layers, down to some deci-
mals of degrees Celsius at the fi rst saturated layer, 18.0 
m deep. The impact can strongly vary in space and time, 
based on the presence of unheated underground spaces, 
such as the wine-ageing room of the case study. Due to 
the prominent use of heating instead of cooling, an un-
balance of heat throughout the year is refl ected in the 
underground thermal behaviour. For the case study con-
sidered, the temperature rise was evidenced. Being lo-
cated in a rural area, the impact of the building on 
groundwater temperature is limited and does not infl u-
ence the surroundings.

The correct and accurate understanding of under-
ground thermal behaviour and estimation of temperature 
profi les in the presence of buildings could have a rele-
vant impact on the design of air conditioning systems for 
underground spaces and on the shallow geothermal po-
tential assessment of a determined geographical zone. In 
the particular case of highly urbanized areas, the multi-
ple thermal impacts of many nearby buildings would 
transpose the Urban Heat Island effect in the subsoil, 
with a consequent increase of ground and groundwater 
temperature. This phenomenon has double facets: on 
one side, it is considered as thermal pollution caused by 
the human presence, which affects ecosystems; on the 
other side, it could enhance the technical and economic 
convenience of shallow geothermal exploitation for the 
heating of buildings, and so helping to reduce the carbon 
footprint of urban areas. Further analysis on the topic is 
scheduled by the authors.
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SAŽETAK

Eksperimentalna kalibracija modela podzemnih transfera topline 
ispod vinskih građevina u seoskim područjima

Površinske temperature i hidrogeološki uvjeti ključni su parametri u mnogim inženjerskim primjenama poput izgradnje 
podruma i drugih podzemnih prostorija te kod procjene plitkoga geotermalnog potencijala. Međutim, teško je otkriti 
prirodne, tj. izvorne, toplinske uvjete, poglavito u plitkim, podzemnim, gradskim područjima. Razlog tomu je ljudski 
utjecaj. Stoga procjena toplinskih varijabli u takvim uvjetima postaje sve važnija, jer raste i uporaba geotermalne ener gije, 
posebice kao obnovljivoga izvora. Cilj rada bio je prikazati trodimenzionalni model takvih uvjeta, kalibriran eksperimen-
talnim podatcima. Tako je opisano ponašanje topline u podzemlju pod utjecajem građevina u odabranome seoskom 
području Italije. Temperaturne varijacije u prostoru i vremenu ovisile su o površinskim stijenama (i/ili tlu), klimi i 
 svojstvima same građevine. Svi ti parametri razmatrani su unutar modela sezonskih promjena temperatura. Rezultati 
modela u područjima niske urbanizacije neizravno upućuju kako promatrani parametri imaju veliku važnost u visoko 
urbaniziranim područjima. Nadalje takvi rezultati mogu se uključiti u buduće modele plitkoga podzemlja i razmjenji-
vača topline te unaprijediti kako njih, tako i opću uporabu geotermalne energije.

Ključne riječi
toplinski utjecaj građevina, potpovršinska temperatura, plitka geotermalna energija, toplinski tok unutar tla 


